A quantitative modification in the counting of publications, which incorporates the multi authors parameter is suggested. Several versions are considered and for each one the total number of an author publications and the associated citations are calculated accordingly. The resulting so called h-index is reevaluated and compared to both the "traditional" h-index and as well as toh a recent proposal by Hirsh. It is found that both the h-index and the number of papers are drastically changed with a redistribution of associated ranking of scientists. A few illustrations are provided.
Introduction
Individual bibliometry is becoming a major instrument to both make important decisions about to whom to allocate research funds and to decide on promoting or recruiting researchers. The creation of the so called h-index [1] has boosted the use of quantitative measures of scientist productions. In particular its incorporation within the Web of Science via a simple evaluation * serge.galam@polytechnique.edu 1 button have just turned upside-down the world of evaluation, which is now widespread and unavoidable.
A promptly available calculation of one person h-index using a single clic on a laptop computer has drastically shattered the before hand power of some individual authorities of a few number of scientists within each scientific community. Before the current situation some specific scientists could make or jeopardize the career of other scientists in a very efficient way just assessing their judgement about the quality and importance of someone work. Of course, that was informal and unofficial. Today immediate accessibility to any scientist record with list of publications, associated citations, h-index, including those of the ones sitting on a hiring committee, has considerably contained this powerful but arbitrary practice. Nowadays, thanks to the open sources with each scientist production available, the effect of established reputations has been also scaled down to more solid ground. If personal influences of charismatic scientist is still a driving force in institutional decisions, they have been reduced and in particular cannot go over the now existing data.
To restrict evaluation to only quantitative figures combining the number of articles, the total number of citations and the h-index allow at a glance to rank two competing scientists within a given field. Nevertheless qualitative evaluation is still of a considerable importance to approach a scientist career.
It is also wroth to emphasize that in addition to the institutional use of these indexes and numbers, watching at one's own h-index as well as those of friends or competitors has became a ludic and convivial game to put a researcher in a social perspective out of it absorbing lonely state of doing research.
As expected any index has some shortcomings and weaknesses prompting a series of modifications as illustrated with the h-index and the bursting of novel proposals [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . On this basis it is of importance to emphasize that there exists no ultimate index to be self-sufficient. Only combining different indexes could approach a fair and appropriate evaluation of the scientific output of a researcher.
However, the question of multiple co-authorship has not been given too much of interest although several suggestions have been made recently. For instance it was suggested to rescale a scientist h-index dividing it by the mean number of authors of all its papers which belong its h-list [10] . Combining citations and ranking of papers in a fractional way was also proposed [11] as well as a scheme to allocate partial credit to each coauthor of a paper [9] . It was also proposed to count papers fractionally according to the inverse of the number of coauthors [12] . Last but not least the initiator of the h-index has also proposed to consider a modifiedh-index [14] to account for multiple authors.
It is rather striking to notice that while science is based on the discovering and use of conservation laws, scientists have been applying the myth of "Jesus multiplying breads" for decades by multiplying themselves published articles. Indeed most often when an article is published with k authors, each one of them adds one paper to its own list of publications. It means that for one paper published with k authors, k authors add one to their respective number of publications. Accordingly, a single k-authors papers contributes to k papers while aggregating the total number of published papers by all scientists. The same process applies for the citation dynamics with one single citation for one k-author paper contributing to an overall of k citations since each one of the k authors includes it in its h-index evaluation.
Indeed a few proposal were made previously to conserve the number of articles but prior to the introduction of the h-index [16, 17, 19, 18, 20, 15] and stayed without much application besides a recent suggestion to define an adapted pure h-index [13] .
In this paper we proposed a new scheme to obey the conservation law of published articles at all levels of indexes. One paper counts for only a single unity independently of its number of co-authors. This unit has then to be divided among the authors. Any portion which is used by one of the author is definitively withdraw from the unit. The total number of citations given to one paper must be also conserved within the sum of all credits given to each one of its authors. Any part taken by one author is subtracted from the total. To be consistent the same author allocation parameters must be used with respect to all figures attached to a given paper.
Designing the perfect author allocations
According to the principle of conserved number of papers, given a single k-authors paper only a fraction g r,k can be allocated to each one of the k authors under the constraint
where r = 1, 2, ..., k denotes the respective ranking of the authors. All associated figures attached to a given paper must then be scaled by g r,k when considering the author at rank k. The total number of publications of a researcher must thus be rescaled accordingly. Each one of its papers does not count for one any longuer. Only the fraction g i r,k where i refers to paper number i in the author list of its T articles has to be accounted for. Therefore given one peculiar k-authors paper the index i may vary from one author to another depending on where it is placed on each one list of publications. The conserved total number of articles of the author becomes
instead of T . We thus have gT ≤ T where T is the total number of papers for which the researcher is an author. With respect to an author total number of citations, the same rescaling applies, i.e., given paper i with a total number of n i citations, the quota allocated to the author at rank r is g i r,k n i . It thus yields a conserved total number of citations
instead of N ≡ Above scheme determined the general frame for the conservation of the figures of real entities like numbers of both papers and citations. However, to implement the procedure the next crucial step is to select a criterium to allocate the various values {g r,k } for r = 1, 2, ..., k for a specific paper. In principle, this set may vary from one paper to another even for the same value of k.
Clearly, the best scheme will eventually become a specific allowance decided by the authors themselves for each paper prior to have it submitted. For each name, in addition to the affiliation, a quantitative fraction g r,k will be stated to denote the fraction of that peculiar paper to be attributed to author r. The distribution of numerical values of a series g 1,k , g 2,k , ..., g k,k would thus reflect the precise contribution of each one of the authors. That will be the most accurate and fair setting. However, an implementation is not for the immediate near future. In the mean time, we need to adopt one fixed standard in order to make a practical use of our proposal to treat all existing publication data.
In most cases, at least in physics, the smallest team, i.e., a group of two persons is composed of one researcher who does perform most of the technical work and another one who has defined the frame and the problem.
Usually the first one, who is a junior coauthor J, either undergraduate or graduate student or a postdoctoral researcher, sits first. The second one, frequently a senior researcher S sits last with the series J − S. If additional k − 2 authors A r are involved with r = 3, 4, ..., k − 2, they sit according their respective contributions yielding the series J −A 3 −A 4 −...−A k−1 −S. In terms of weights of respective contributions we have
While Hirsh advocates a specific scientific policy incentive in designing thē h-index [14] to favor senior researchers, I focus on trying to incorporate into the ranking of authors the reality of the production of papers. The question of what part of return should be attributed to each contribution is open to a future debate to set a standard, which could vary from one discipline to another. I consider that in the making of current research the "technical part" is the one to receive the larger slice of the output. Simultaneously, the "conceiving part" should be granted with the second larger slice. It follows somehow the spirit of the financial setting of an NSF grand. There, the grant pays the full salary of the the one who does the work against a summer salary for the leading researcher of the grant. That is somehow how it works at least in physics.
I do not intend in promoting one specific policy to favor or discourage conducting collaboration but to build a frame to both capture the current practice and to exhibit some flexibility to allow adaptation to fit different policies. Only after various testing in different fields by different researchers, a standard could starts to get elaborated, which may differ from one field to another. But everyone will thus get its due within the conservation law of published papers. 5 
A quantitative allowance proposal
At this stage it is required to determine the quantitative equivalence of the proposed ranking A 1 −A k −A 3 −A 4 −...−A k−1 to substantiate above proposal. However, it is worth to stress that our proposal is a non linear attribution with the ranking since last author is credited more than the others beside the first one who gets the larger credit. In contrast, previous conserved allocation schemes are uniforms with respect to ranking as illustrated with the following three main cases:
• The simplest equalitarian fractional allocating [17, 19] where each of the k authors receives an allocation 1/k. However if the output of a paper is equalitarian the input is not making this scheme rather unfair.
• The arithmetic allocating [18] sounds well-balanced with g r,k =
. The higher part is allocated to first author with
, last author receiving the smaller part
. This scheme favors the first author at the expense of the last one. In other words, most credit is given to the Junior scientist in contrast to Hirsch desire to favor Senior authors as shown in Figure ( to heavily benefit to senior researchers.
• Similarly one can consider a geometric allocating [20] with g r,k = 2 k−r 2 k −1 . The higher part is still allocated to first author with g 1,k =
, last author receiving the smaller part g k,k =
. Figure ( ??) illustrates the variation of g r,k a s function of k.
• An earlier proposal was a rather awkward combination of equalitarian fractional allocating where each one of the authors receives the same slot 1/2(k − 1) besides the last author, usually the senior researcher, who gets 1/2 [15] .
At odds with previous proposals we suggest both, to allocate extra bonuses to first and last authors, and to use a modified non-linear geometric ranking. It yields
where
One hint to determine the values of δ and µ could be to discuss the minimum case of two authors k = using Eqs. (4) and (5)
Let us consider and compare the three choices for respectively two thirds/one third (0.67/0.33), three quarters/one quarter (0.75/0.25) and fifty/fifty (.50/0.50). First case is achieved under the constraint δ = 2µ, second with δ = 1 + 3µ and last with δ = −1 + µ. It shows that imposing the k = 2 allocations leaves one degree of freedom free for the choice of allocations when k > 2.
The two thirds/one third case
Taking δ = 2µ yields g 1,2 = 2/3 and g 2,2 = 1/3. Table ( 1) exhibits all g r,k when δ = 2 and µ = 1 for 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ k ≤ 10. For each value of r from 1 to k a column with 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 gives the various weights g r,k under the constraint that g r,k is defined only from a number of co-authors k ≥ r +1.
Last column corresponds to last author. Second column corresponds to second author. It thus does not incorporate the second author when it is also the last one. Accordingly, second author is defined only from k ≥ 3. The same rule applies to all columns from r = 2 up to r = 9. For instance, rank 5 is defined only for k ≥ 6 since at k = 5 rank 5 is last and thus is place in the last column. Similarly, rank 9 exists only at k = 10.
To visualize the variation of each g r,k as a function of k as reported in Table (1) , the values are plotted in Figure (4) . Last author of the list received g k,k . It yields two third one third at k = 2. Every weight g r,k starts from k = r + 1.
The three to one quarter case
The same as in Subsection 3.1 but with δ = 1 + 3µ to ensure the k = 2 repartition g 1,2 = Table 1 : The various g r,k when δ = 2 and µ = 1 for 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ k ≤ 10. It yields two third one third at k = 2. Last column corresponds to last author. Second column corresponds to second author. It thus does not incorporate the second author when it is also the last one. Accordingly, second author is defined only from k ≥ 3. The same rule applies to all columns from r = 2 up to r = 9. Last case is defined only at k = 10. Table (1) . The function g k,k represents the slot allocated to the last author of the list. It yields two third one third at k = 2. Every weight g r,k starts from k = r + 1. Table 2 : The various g r,k when δ = 1 and µ = 0 for 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ k ≤ 10. It yields three to one quarter at k = 2. Last column corresponds to last author. Second column corresponds to second author. It thus does not incorporate the second author when it is also the last one. Accordingly, second author is defined only from k ≥ 3. The same rule applies to all columns from r = 2 up to r = 9. Last case is defined only at k = 10. Table ( 2) and plotted in Figure (?? ).
The fifty/fifty case
The same as in Subsection 3.1 but with δ = −1 + µ to ensure the k = 2 repartition g 1,2 = 2+δ S 2 = 1/2 = 0.50 and g 2,2 = 1+µ S 2 = 1/2 = 0.50 with S 2 = 3 + δ + µ. We select here δ = 1 and µ = 0. The various set of g r,k are listed in Table ( 3) and plotted in Figure (3) .
The arithmetic case
In addition to the three choices for δ and µ presented in Subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 we consider here the {g r,k } obtained using a straightforwards arithmetic allocating to the authors of a multiple author signature. Eqs. Table ( 2). The function g k,k represents the slot allocated to the last author of the list. It yields two third one third at k = 2. Every weight g r,k starts from k = r + 1. Table 3 : The various g r,k when δ = 0 and µ = 1 for 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ k ≤ 10.
It yields fifty/fifty at k = 2. Last column corresponds to last author. Second column corresponds to second author. It thus does not incorporate the second author when it is also the last one. Accordingly, second author is defined only from k ≥ 3. The same rule applies to all columns from r = 2 up to r = 9. Last case is defined only at k = 10. Table ( 3). The function g k,k represents the slot allocated to the last author of the list. It yields two third one third at k = 2. Every weight g r,k starts from k = r + 1. Table 4 : The various g r,k using a linear arithmetic allocation with 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ k ≤ 10. It yields two third/one third at k = 2. Last column corresponds to last author. Second column corresponds to second author. It thus does not incorporate the second author when it is also the last one. Accordingly, second author is defined only from k ≥ 3. The same rule applies to all columns from r = 2 up to r = 9. Last case is defined only at k = 10. 
. In addition to have δ = µ = 0 the linear order 1 − 2 − ...(k − 1) − k is substituted to the g-ordering 1 − k − 3 − ...(k − 1) for the arithmetic series. The various set of g r,k are listed in Table (7) and plotted in Figure (7) . It worth to notice that for k = 2 the result of two third/one third is identical to the g-case with δ = 2 and µ = 1. However, things becomes rather different for k > 2 in particular for last author as can be seen from respective Tables (7) and (1).
Calculating the gh-index
While our allocation proposal clearly modifies drastically the number of publications of authors, it also modifies the associated h-index. Keeping the same definition but using g The various g r,k using a linear arithmetic allocation for 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 from Table (7) . The function g k,k represents the slot allocated to the last author of the list. It yields two third one third at k = 2. Every weight g r,k starts from k = r + 1.
of its paper number i from its own list, instead of n i yields a new lower ghindex. The rescaled value does depend on the choice of the bonuses δ and µ.
While the choice of these bonuses should be the result of a consensus among researchers, I choose here one arbitrarily set to illustrate how indexes are changed. I selected one physicist with a h-index equal to 33 to apply my procedure. It names is not disclosed to maintain individual privacy. I also report only its forty first papers of its complete list of articles which is much longer. They are shown in Table ( 5) where each paper is ranked with i = 1, 2, ..., 40 to denote its total number of citation n i according to a decreasing order. The second column (k, r) indicates respectively the number of authors and the researcher rank. The last four columns report the rescaled number of citations allocated to the author using four different choices of slot allocations. The upper subscript indicates the repartition at k = 2.
Indeed the selected author has published 9 times alone, 4 times as first author for two authors, 13 times as second author for two authors, 1 time as first author for three authors, 3 times as second author for three authors, 9 times as last author for three authors, and 1 time as fourth author for six authors. The associated values of g r,k are reported in Table ( 6) . They are used to calculate the rescaled citations of last four columns of Table (5). Using Table ( While all choices reduce by approximately half the number of articles, the h-index is reduced by one third. The differences between the various sets of g r,k are significant but not substantial. Clearly the modifications will vary from one author to another depending on its distribution of multiple collaboration.
Conclusion
I have presented a scheme to obey the conservation of printed papers to stop the current inflation driven by the individual counting of multiple authorship. While the principle is a prerequisite, the differences between the various sets of g r,k are significant but not substantial. More applications are needed to figure out which one is more appropriate. Our procedure is readable From our results, it could appear that the g rescaling disadvantages senior authors who usually sit last with several coauthors but indeed it is not quite the case since all indexes are deflated to obey the conservation law of existing articles. Moreover, in contrast to the h-index, my gh-index takes into account the reality of high citations of a paper since then a large n i does yield large g r,k n i for all k authors whatever their respective rank is. On the contrary, a low citation paper does contribute mainly to first and last authors.
I do not intend to promote a peculiar policy for collaboration but to set a frame in which one paper stays one paper independently of its number of authors. On this basis the choice of author allocations should integrate the reality of what part everyone did in the building of a paper. This principle of reality should not discourage collaborations but on the contrary favor a fair return to multiple authorship.
